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Guest Editors’ Foreword
The 2nd Workshop on Formal Languages and Analysis of Contract-Oriented Software1 (FLACOS’08) was held in Malta,
27–28 November 2008. The objective of the workshop is the following:
The fast evolution of the Internet has popularized service-oriented architectures with their promise of dynamic IT-supported inter-
business collaborations. Realizing this promise involves integrating services which are geographically distant and are offered by a variety
of organizations which do not fully trust each other. Indeed, collaboration presumes a minimum level of mutual trust. Wherever trust is
perceived as insufficient, business people turn to contracts as a mechanism to reduce risks. The ability to negotiate contracts (e.g. with
respect to quality of service, security, and distribution of information) and to provide services based on them is therefore one of the
most pressing needs to make collaborations a reality. High-level models of contracts are slowly making their way into service-oriented
architectures, but application developers are still left to their own devices when it comes to writing code that will comply with a contract
concluded just before service provision. At the programming language level, contracts appear as separate concerns that crosscut through
application logic. The aim of this workshop is to bring together researchers and practitioners working on language-based solutions to the
above problem through the formalization of contracts, the design of appropriate abstraction mechanisms that would guide the developer
in the production of contract-aware applications, and formal analysis of such contract languages/software.
The scope of FLACOS’08 has been established around contracts and targets the following research directions: Formal
languages for contracts; Contract-oriented software development; Formal analysis of contracts, including static analysis,
runtime verification, andmodel checking techniques; Contract synthesis; Contract transformation and contract refinement;
Contract negotiation, discovery and monitoring.
The series of workshops FLACOS have been initiated in 2007 as part of (and partially supported by) the Nordunet32
project COSoDIS3 (“Contract-Oriented Software Development for Internet Services”).
Workshop details
The workshop attracted 27 participants from 10 different countries. The program consisted of 10 regular papers and 10
invited participant presentations. Regular (and short) papers were selected by the following programme committee:
Björn Bjurling SICS, Sweden
Olaf Owe University of Oslo, Norway
Gordon Pace University of Malta, Malta (co-chair)
Anders P. Ravn Aalborg University, Denmark
Gerardo Schneider University of Oslo, Norway (co-chair)
This committee also made the selection for this issue, excluding its own contributions. Few papers were selected and
finally four papers were accepted for publication in this special issue, showing a range of aspects of the use of contracts in
computer science.
In the first paper of this issue, On the potential advantages of exploiting behavioural information for contract-based service
discovery and composition, Antonio Brogi argues for the need to consider behavioural aspects in web services, which are
needed to guarantee the correct interoperation of a service composition. The paper also provides an overview of different
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In QoS Negotiation in Service Composition Buscemi and Montanari are concerned with contracts in process calculi-like
settings. The authors present a variant of the pi-calculus for concurrent constraint solving (the cc-pi calculus) applied to
service oriented programming, where it is shown that having priorities in the calculus is useful for service negotiations.
With the widespread use of web services, specifications of their composition can be seen as contractual agreements on
how they should interact together. In Validation and Verification of Web Services Choreographies by Using Timed Automata,
Cambronero et al present an approach for the verification of web service choreographies including timing constraints.
Dinesh et al. present a logic for access control in Permission to Speak: A Logic for Access Control and Conformance. The
authors combine concepts from deontic logic and a logic of "saying", obtaining a decidable logic to reason about access
control, which is also useful for conformance checking.
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